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Global businesses need to migrate to digital communication from their analog days in order to avail
benefits of lower costs and ensure scalability to meet future needs. These businesses would all vote
for the Motorola XPR6100. Embedded with enhanced features its sturdy look promises durability
and reliability. It is made backward compatible with analog radios and can convert analog signals to
digital easily. Additionally a standard 2 year warranty has further raised it in customer preference
charts.

Equipped with the TDMA technology it ensures enhanced voice clarity and improved call capacity.
Moreover, Motorola has strengthened the battery life with suitable technology to enhance
performance. Motorola has elevated the XPR6100 to include 32 channels to communicate with a
wider group. This is in addition to its standard features of programmable buttons and talk around
functionality. The device also offers an enhanced battery life consisting of 13 hrs in digital mode and
9 hours in the analog mode. The XPR 6100 is also packaged with remote speakers, Single or dual
earpieces to facilitate sound proof message transmission, 3 wire surveillance kit to ensure
enhanced sound proofing of communication, push to talk headsets. Motorola also provides some
attractive accessories to carry around the device. Some of these include a waterproof carry case, a
belt clip with spring action, a leather carry case with a 3-inch belt loop to fit into any belt, as well as
adjustable nylon carrying straps attached with D-rings.

Motorola also provides wireless accessories with this. These include a Bluetooth wireless earpiece,
a wireless push to talk pod, or wireless ear pod for users who need to wear professional outfits and
can easily fit the ear piece within their clothing. The Motorola XPR6100 is largely used in
constructions site, hospitals, manufacturing firms and schools or colleges.
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For more information on a XPR6100, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a http://www.daywireless.com/mototrbo/motorola_xpr6100.htm!
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